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The closed nuclear fuel cycle concept adopted in Russia also predetermines
the attitude towards plutonium that may rather efficiently be used as nuclear fuel.
MOX fuel as used in fast reactors allows the coefficient of natural uranium usage
bs increased by times and plutoniuxn to be bred in a quantity that is in excess of its
reactor load. This fact governed the directions of our investigations for quite a
long period of time. The implemented complex work including commercial reactor
tests of the MOX fuel has lead to a decision to build four BN-800 reactors fueled
with MOX. By that time civil plutonium in adequate amounts was recovered from
spent fuels.

The plutonium utilization problem dramatically changed and became acute
in connection with the Agreement to reduce nuclear weapons. This reduction is
anticipated to release several dozens of tons of weapon's plutonium both in Russia
and USA. This is a potential hazard not only for countries where it is stored. This,
the scientific-technical problem has acquired a most prominent sense on the
international level. To resolve it a new in principle approach to plutonium fuel is
needed , specifically, to fast reactor fuel. As distinct from the objective that we
faced 15 years ago, a new kind of fuel is to be designed that could maximally
reduce or fully eliminate plutonium breeding. Bearing this in mind we are carrying
on investigations in two directions, namely, first, production of MOX fuel
containing higher plutonium up to 45% and, correspondingly, lower uranium, and
second, to design plutonium fuel without U but containing an inert diluent.

In the first option studies were implemented into different methods of the
preparation of MOX fuel having that composition as well as into some of its
properties, namely, uniformity of Pu distribution, homogenization degree, pellet
structure, fuel dissolution and others.

In the second option a series of oxide compounds were studied to determine
their feasibility as an inert diluent of plutonium oxide; also the methods of this fuel
production were investigated.

The work is also under way aimed at using MOX fuel in WER-1000.
Several methods were optimized to produce fuel meeting the specifications. Several
experimental fuel rods are being in-pile tested. Preparations have been launched to
issue design-physics and process relevant documentation for the fabrication of
three MOX fuel assemblies for the Balakovo NPP.
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